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Abstract. We study the structure of a finite group G admitting a Kantor farnily (F, F*) of type (s, t )  and a 
nontrivial normal subgroup X which is factorized by 3 U 3'. The most interesting cases, giving necessary 
conditions on the structure of G and the Parameters s and t ,  are those where a further Kantor family is induced 
in X, or where a partial congruence partition is induced in the factor group G / X .  Most of the known finite 
generalized quadrangles can be constructed as coset geometries with respect to a Kantor family. We show that the 
parameters of a skew translation generalized quadrangle necessarily are powers of the same prime. Furthermore, 
the structure of nonabelian groups admitting a Kantor family consisting only of abelian members is considered. 
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1. Introduction 

Most of the known families of finite generalized quadrangles are elation generalized quad- 
rangles, i.e., they admit a group G of collineations fixing a basepoint rr and all lines incident 
with n ,  and acting sharply transitively on the set of points which are not joined with n.  
(The standard reference for generalized quadrangles is the monograph [14] of S. E. Payne 
and J. A. Thas. For the theory of finite groups we refer to B. Huppert [7]). 

In [10], W. M. Kantor has shown that the existence of elation generalized quadrangles 
is equivalent to the existence of a certain Set of subgroups (a 4-goml family or a Kantor 
family) of the elation group G, and that all these quadrangles can be represented as coset 
geometries with respect to such families. 

Using this general construction scheme, many new series of finite generalized quadrangles 
have been constructed during the 1980s (the reader is refered to Payne [I31 for a survey). 
All these new examples belong to the particular class of skew translation generalized 
quadrangles, i.e., in each case the corresponding elation group G admits afill  group of 
symmetries about n (a subgroup fixing every point joined with rr and having maximal 
cardinality with respect to this property). The existence of such a symmetry group is 
reflected in the Kantor famiiy. 

On the other hand, necessary conditions on the structure of groups admitting a Kantor 
family are studied in some Papers: It is conjectured in Kantor [I  11 that the elation group 


















